bendigo // Race 1 // 1100 metres
agnes banks equine clinic 2yo fillies maiden plate
maiden // Prizemoney: $35,000
track rated: good 4
Race Overview
Faraway Tree and potentially Everything Nice will both aim to take their place in
the first race at Bendigo for the Super Stable owners on Sunday. It’s a big field and
at the moment the track is rated a Good 4.
Both of our horses are drawn wide in barriers 16 and 17 and there do look some
capable gallopers eyeing this race off. Of the 17 horses that have accepted, only
five horses have race day experience, with Everything Nice being one of them.

A closer look at some key competitors
2. EVERYLITTLE BREEZE
A two-year-old filly by Gold Standard which has impressed with three jumpouts
victories. Colours that we are familiar with and trainers that we are familiar with
as well. Tricky map for Dean Holland from barrier 11.
Jumpouts can be viewed here
3. FARAWAY TREE
Our two-year-old filly by Tosen Stardom. Has had a couple of jumpouts at
Flemington and has improved in both. A tricky draw for jockey Liam Riordan to try
and navigate from. There is a long straight from the 1100m shoot before they take
the only corner in the race.
Jumpouts can be viewed here
5. IT’S MY TURN
One of the few with race day experience. The two-year-old filly by Star Turn has
had one start for trainer Danny O’Brien and finished third at Geelong on that
occasion. Can show speed and from barrier 2 with Linda Meech in the saddle, we’d
suggest it will be on speed again.
Recent jumpout and race start can be viewed here
8. NAVY GIRL
The recent Group 1 winning combination of Ethan Brown and Maher/Eustace
combine again here with Navy Girl. The filly by Merchant Navy has had a couple of
jumpouts and was able to win one of them.
Jumpouts can be viewed here
11. SWISS BABE
A nice looking filly by Rubick. She has the formidable combination of Peter Moody
and Luke Nolen. Won a jumpout at Pakenham over 800m in nice time and should
get a nice run from barrier 7.
Jumpouts can be viewed here
17e. EVERYTHING NICE
Our filly by Rubick brings the most race-day experience to this race. Thrown in the
deep end on debut and then last start on return was given a nice ride by Liam
Riordan and faded after the turn. Riordan takes the ride on Faraway Tree which
could be a sign of ability (or because it has a run), and again she will need some
luck from a wide draw. There should be a three-wide line in this race, so she should
have cover.
Jumpouts and race performances can be viewed here

adam mcgrath’s selections
SELECTIONS
2. EVERYLITTLE BREEZE
8. NAVY GIRL
5. IT’S MY TURN
11. SWISS BABE
BETTING PLAY (Faraway Tree & Everything Nice)
For this race and from the draws, I can’t find a spot for either runner in the top 4. If
you like them, you’re getting nice odds at $30+ to back both.
BETTING PLAY (Overall)
Tough race with so many unknowns. If I was to have a bet, i would be happy to
have a win bet on both #2 and #8.

